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Abstract—Adaptive automatic repeat request (ARQ) schemes
are quite effective for throughput enhancement in time-varying
mobile channel environments. In this paper, an ARQ scheme with
adaptive error-correcting codes is considered. A robust channel
sensing algorithm by making use of XOR-ing is proposed for link
adaptation. With the proposed channel estimation algorithm, an
adaptive scheme that adapts its error correcting codes according
to channel conditions is presented. The efficiency of the proposed
adaptive ARQ scheme is evaluated in terms of throughput performance by computer simulation for a time-varying mobile channel
characterized by Rayleigh fading and log-normal shadowing. As
an enhancement in counteracting long deep fades, the incorporation of frequency diversity into adaptive ARQ scheme is also investigated and the simulation results show that this scheme is quite
efficient in counteracting long deep fades.
Index Terms—Adaptive error control, adaptive automatic repeat
request (ARQ), adaptive FH, channel sensing, frequency hopping
(FH), time-varying mobile radio channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

UTOMATIC repeat request (ARQ) and hybrid ARQ error
control strategies are usually incorporated in the system
design for nondelay-sensitive communications services with
very high system performance requirement. If those services
are provided through mobile wireless radio channel, the nature
of the time-varying multipath fading channel has to be taken
into consideration in the system design. A practical mobile
radio channel induces a time-varying response with bursty
errors due to multipath fading and shadowing effects. During
the fades the channel becomes too noisy and at the other
times it well-behaves. For such a time-varying channel, it is
clear that the use of a single error control strategy will not
yield the optimal throughput. Therefore, in order to counteract
the fading channel conditions, adaptive schemes need to be
incorporated into ARQ schemes, e.g., the use of different error
control strategies for different channel conditions needs to be
established for an ARQ system with adaptive error-correcting
codes. Generally, adaptive scheme can be performed not only
on error-control code, but also on packet length, modulation
format, etc.
Recently, there has been considerable interest in adaptive
ARQ schemes [1]–[8]. The basic idea is by dynamically
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changing the operation mode according to channel state information, the higher throughput is realized over a wide range of
channel conditions. For real-time implementation, the channel
state information needs to be estimated reliably and effectively.
That means that in order to track channel variations closely,
reliable estimation of the channel state information should be
carried out within short enough intervals (which may involve
accurate estimation of the signal strength via signal power
measurement or with pilot tone transmission, and, in turn, give
rise to high implementation complexity). Recently, indirect
approaches [1]–[3], [6], [9], [10] for channel state estimation
have been proposed in the literature.
In [1], Hara et al. estimated the packet error rate by using the
count of negative acknowledgement (NACK—not sucessful)
packets in a fixed observation interval. However, the choice of
observation interval for reliable estimation highly depends on
the fading/shadowing condition. If the observation interval is
small relative to the channel fading rate, reliable estimate of
channel state information cannot be achieved. Consequently,
the mode change decision based on the unreliable channel estimate may lose significant potential throughput gain achievable
by an adaptive scheme. On the other hand, if the observation
interval is large relative to the channel fading rate, the potential
throughput gain may be lost significantly due to the delay in
responding to the channel state changes. Moreover, the channel
states at different modes of the adaptive system would not be
the same and hence the use of one fixed observation interval
may not be of wise choice. Using a fixed observation interval
for channel state estimation in an unknown fading environment
gives an estimate averaged over the interval but does not
give much information on how likely the next packet(s) will
encounter similar channel conditions.
In [2], packet error rate was estimated using count of NACK
packets in different observation intervals for different modes of
the adaptive scheme. The Markov channel model with known
state transition probabilities and known channel transition probabilities within each state is assumed. Based on the assumed
channel model and channel statistics, the observation intervals
are found. However, this approach might not be applicable to an
unknown fading environment. The applicability of the design
parameters obtained with assumed channel model and channel
statistics to the practical time-varying fading channel needs
further investigation. Using different observation intervals for
different modes of the adaptive scheme may be conceptually
viewed as a way to achieve different channel state estimates in
different modes with the same estimation reliability. It tries to
avoid unnecessarily long observation intervals for some modes
and insufficient observation intervals for others. For the known
channel, the fading rate information is incorporated in the design by the known channel statistics. However, in an unknown
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fading environment, it does not give much information on
how likely the next packet(s) will experience similar channel
conditions.
In [3], a sequential scheme for channel state estimation was
proposed where each transmitted packet is scored based on
the outcome of the decoding process [i.e., acknowledgement
(ACK—sucessful) or NACK]. When the cumulative score
crosses a decision threshold, the coding strategy (mode) is
changed and the sequential inspection scheme is restored
using the same scoring routine with different weighting and
decision threshold constants. The Markov channel model
with known state transition probabilities and known channel
transition probabilities within each state is assumed. Based
on the known channel statistics, the weighting and decision
threshold constants for each mode is found by optimizing the
throughput using reliability as a constraint. For an unknown
fading environment, the approach might not be applicable.
The applicability of the design parameters obtained with
assumed channel model and channel statistics to the practical
time-varying fading channel needs further investigation.
In [4], XOR-ing of the two consecutive erroneous copies is
used to estimate the channel bit error rate (BER) for an adaptive
ARQ scheme with no error correction in a stationary channel.
As originally stated, XOR-ing was first used by Sindhu in [5] to
locate the errors. But how to deal with the case when there is
no consecutive unsuccessful packets was not considered by [4].
Although [4] states that their channel BER estimation can be applied to any adaptive scheme, we notice that for ARQ schemes
with adaptive error correction codes the channel BER may not
be estimated properly due to error correction of the forward
error correction (FEC) code. Specifically, their method gives
channel BER estimation for one direction only (i.e., from the
good channel state to the bad channel state direction). In this
paper, how to estimate channel error rate for the other direction
(i.e., the from bad channel state to the good channel state) is also
addressed.
In [6], the count of successive ACK or NACK is used for
mode change decision in a two-mode adaptive system in a
successive ACKs are received in
stationary channel. If
mode-H (high error rate mode), the adaptive system assumes
that the channel is returning to good state and changes its
mode to mode-L (low error rate mode). If successive NACKs
are received in mode-L, the adaptive system assumes that the
channel is deteriorating into a bad state and changes its mode
to mode-H. The values of the design parameters and are
found by trials. A way of finding adaptive system parameters
is proposed in [9], [10] where the parameters of the adaptive
ARQ system with three modes are found by optimization of the
throughput assuming a stationary channel.
The use of successive ACKs or NACKs gives some information on how likely the next packet(s) will experience similar channel conditions. However, finding the optimum parameter values of successive ACKs or NACKs in a time-varying
fading channel is an unfeasible task. Finding the adaptive system
parameters by optimization of the throughput assuming a stationary channel is one way to get suitable design parameters.
Although the designed adaptive system parameters do not represent the optimal ones for a practical time-varying fading channel
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due to the stationary channel assumption, their applicability to
a practical time-varying fading channel has been confirmed by
simulation studies in [10]. However, for an adaptive system with
more than three modes, the task involved in this approach becomes tedious. In this paper, we present an alternative approach
for ARQ scheme with adaptive error control codes, particularly using the codes with known error correction capability
such as Reed–Solomon codes. The proposed approach avoids
the throughput calculation and optimization in finding the adaptive system design parameters used in [9], [10]. It uses the count
of consecutive ACKs or NACKs just to determine whether the
selection of the most suitable mode should be performed or not;
the operation mode may not necessarily be changed, in contrast
to previous use of consecutive ACKs or NACKs count to definitely change the adaptive system mode. Based on the proposed
channel error estimate together with the error-correction capabilities of the FEC codes used, the decision on the mode in which
the system should operate is made. The mode change may not
be necessary for some channel conditions.
For circumstances of deep fades in slow fading environment,
even stronger FEC code may not be helpful in achieving
throughput gain. For such situation, some other dimension
diversity schemes, such as frequency dimension, may be
incorporated to improve the system performance. In this paper,
an adaptive ARQ scheme incorporated with frequency hopping
(FH) concept is also investigated.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the adaptive ARQ scheme based on the throughput optimization with
stationary channel assumption [9], [10] is briefly described. In
Section III, an ARQ scheme with adaptive error control is introduced, and a robust channel sensing algorithm is also proposed
for the link adaptation. In Section IV, the introduction of the FH
concept into adaptive ARQ scheme is discussed. The simulation study of the proposed adaptive ARQ schemes are presented
in Section V. The results of [10] and random nonadaptive FH
system are also included for comparison. Finally, conclusions
are given in Section VI.

II. ADAPTIVE ARQ SCHEME
The general description of adaptive ARQ scheme with
modes is given in Fig. 1. Based on the channel estimation in
each mode, the most suitable mode for the next transmission
is chosen and the system is switched to the chosen mode.
As an example, the adaptive ARQ scheme proposed in [9],
[10] is briefly described in the following where mode change
is allowed only to adjacent modes and channel estimation
is based on the count of consecutive ACKs or consecutive
NACKs. The corresponding Markov chain representation of
the adaptive ARQ system with three modes (namely, mode
L, M, and H) is shown in Fig. 2. While operating in mode L,
if consecutive NACKs are received, the adaptive system is
switched to mode M. While in mode M, if consecutive ACKs
are received, the adaptive system is switched back to mode
L; on the other hand, if consecutive NACKs are received,
the adaptive system is switched to mode H. If consecutive
ACKs are received while operating in mode H, the adaptive
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Fig. 1.
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General description of adaptive ARQ scheme with J modes.

Fig. 2. Markov chain representation of adaptive ARQ scheme with three modes based on stationary channel assumption.

system is switched back to mode M. Assuming a stationary
are found
channel, the adaptive system parameters
by optimization of the throughput efficiency over a range of
symbol error probabilities. The throughput efficiency of the
adaptive ARQ scheme is given by
(1)
where is the average number of bits that would have been
transmitted for a successful reception of a packet of information bits and is given by
(2)

and
(5)
stands for the average number of
In the above equation,
bits that would have been transmitted for a successful reception
information bits whose first transmission is
of a packet of
is the steady-state probability of state
initiated in state
is the steady-state probability of a new packet to be
is the conditional probability of a new packet
transmitted,
initiated in state given that a new packet is to be transmitted.
III. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE ARQ SCHEME
A. Channel Error Rate Estimation

where
(3)
(4)

In [4], XOR-ing (originally used by [5]) of the two consecutive errorneous copies is used to estimate the channel BER
for an adaptive ARQ scheme with no error correction in a stationary channel. The work in [4] did not address the case with
error-correcting code in a typical time-varying mobile channel
environment. If the method of [4] is directly applied to the case
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Fig. 3. Proposed channel error rate estimation.

with error-correcting code in time-varying mobile channel, the
channel BER may not be estimated properly due to error correction of the FEC code. Specifically, their method gives channel
BER estimation for one direction only (i.e., from a good channel
state to a bad channel state direction). In this paper, we address
channel error rate estimation in a typical time-varying mobile
channel with error-correcting code of nonbinary alphabet (the
binary alphabet case is just a simplified case of nonbinary one).
We describe how to estimate channel error rate for both directions (i.e., from the bad channel state to the good channel state
and vice versa).
The proposed channel error rate estimation scheme is given
in Fig. 3. Error-correcting codes with nonbinary symbols are
considered. Mode 1 uses the code with the least error correction capability (usually no error correction capability), the larger
mode number indicates the code with stronger error correcting
capability and mode uses the code with the strongest error
correcting capability among all modes. While operating in
, and
mode , the count of successive NACKs is stored in
. Although FEC
the count of successive ACKs is stored in
can do error detection, for simplicity we assume, without loss of
generality, there is a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) for error
detection on top of FEC for error correction. Suppose that after

FEC decoding, a packet error is detected by CRC. If the previous packet is received successfully (then
), the hard
decisions (HD) of the current erroneous packet is stored for future use in channel error rate estimation. If the previous packet
), the HDs of the current and
is also erroneous (then
previous erroneous packets are XOR-ed to estimate the bit errors
in a combined double packet length interval. Any estimated bit
error(s) within a symbol causes an estimated symbol error. The
estimated bit errors are transformed to estimated symbol errors.
Then, the estimate of number of symbol error per double codeword length sed is obtained by averaging over all codewords
of the packet. The successive estimates of the number of symbol
sed .
error per double codeword length are accumulated in
Then the symbol error rate (SER) is estimated by
SER

sed

(6)

is the number of symbols per codeword in mode .
where
Suppose that after FEC decoding, there be no error detected by
CRC. Then the estimate of transmitted packet is obtained by
FEC encoding the successfully decoded message and XOR-ed
with the HD of the received packet to obtain the estimate of bit
errors in the successful packet. Next, the estimated bit errors are
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the information on which mode the next packet is to be transmitted. In other feedback transmissions, packet does not contain
the mode number information.
The most suitable mode for the next transmission is chosen
as follows. When the successive ACKs in mode trigger the
mode selection procedure, the symbol error rate obtained by
the channel error rate estimation is compared against that defined by the error correction capabilities of modes 1 to (i.e.,
), and the most suitable mode for the next transmission is chosen according to the following:
SER

(8)

When the successive NACKs in mode trigger the mode selection procedure, the SER obtained by the channel error rate
estimation is compared against that defined by the error correcto (i.e.,
), and
tion capabilities of modes
the most suitable mode for the next transmission is chosen according to the following:
SER

Fig. 4. Proposed adaptive ARQ scheme operating in mode i; 2

  0 1.
i

J

transformed to estimated symbol errors in the packet. Then the
estimate of number of symbol error per codeword length se
is obtained by averaging over all codewords of the packet. The
se and the
successive estimates of se are accumulated in
SER estimate is given by
SER

se

(7)

se and
sed can be stored in the same memory
Note that
since only one is required at a time.
B. Proposed Adaptive Scheme
Consider an adaptive ARQ scheme with modes. The operation of proposed adaptive ARQ scheme in mode , where
is shown in Fig. 4 and the operations in mode
1 and mode are shown in Fig. 5. While operating in mode ,
the receiver decides which mode is the most suitable one for the
next transmission
th continuous successful packet at the receiver
1) after
) or
(i.e., when
2) after th continuous unsuccessful packet at the receiver
).
(i.e., when
In the first case, the th successive ACK packet on the feedback channel also contains the information on which mode the
th
next packet is to be transmitted. In the second case, the
successive NACK packet on the feedback channel also contains

(9)

The proposed adaptive ARQ scheme described above is dis. To find
cussed in a general sense with the parameters
for a practical time-varying
the optimal parameters
multipath fading channel is analytically unfeasible. Our choice
(
and
are not
for these parameters is
required). The choice is based on the reasoning that it is much
likely for the next packet (new/old) to encounter similar channel
condition after two successive packet successes/failures in a
slow fading environment. The channel condition for the next
packet is hence estimated based on the two successive packets
of success/failure. Then the resulting channel error rate estimate
for the next packet and the error correction capabilities of the
modes are used to choose the most suitable mode for the next
packet transmission.
Some differences between the adaptive ARQ schemes described in Sections II and III are discussed in the following.
The scheme of Section II requires calculation of throughput efficiency expression and optimization of the throughput to find the
adaptive system parameters. These parameters are used to determine mode changes. The channel error rate is indirectly estimated by these parameters. The scheme of Section III uses fixed
adaptive system parameters. These parameters are used for triggering the mode selection procedure not for the mode change.
The channel error rate is estimated by the XOR-ing method over
successive packets the number of which is determined by these
parameters. And the error correction capabilities of the operation modes are also used in mode selection.
IV. PROPOSED FREQUENCY-HOPPED ADAPTIVE ARQ SCHEME
For circumstances of deep fades in slow fading environment,
even stronger FEC code may not be helpful in achieving
throughput gain. For example, in very deep fades with long
duration, trying to send packets with stronger FEC codes
may be useless and power dissipating. For such situations,
incorporation of FH concept into adaptive ARQ scheme is
also investigated in this paper. Usually, shadowing effects are
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Fig. 5. Proposed adaptive ARQ scheme operating in mode 1 and J .

caused by terrain environment, hopping the channel frequency
into another one may not cure the shadow fading. However,
multipath fading in a slow fading environment can be counteracted by FH since it depends on the carrier frequency.
In conventional FH systems, the carrier frequency is hopped
at a fixed rate. In contrast, our proposed frequency-hopped
adaptive ARQ scheme (FH–adaptive ARQ) hops the carrier
frequency only when it is necessary. For an adaptive ARQ
modes, when
successive packet failures
system with
are detected while operating in mode , FH is initiated. The
required signaling including the new carrier frequency information may be communicated on a dedicated control channel
with sufficient error protection. On completion of required
signaling, the adaptive system starts to operate with the new
carrier frequency in the mode . Since the packet which is
transmitted on a new carrier frequency has already experienced
a certain amount of delay, we choose mode for the system
to start operating on new carrier frequency, taking into account
the aspect of delay. If the system has no reserved carrier frequencies for FH purpose but is designed to allow FH to another
free user carrier frequency, then the same carrier frequency
will be reused for fully loaded instances. In that situation, FH
procedure is performed but actual FH is not accomplished.
value is a tradeoff between counNext, the choice of
teracting to deep fades and signaling load on the system. The
, would more likely counchoice of small value, say
teract deep fades by means of frequency diversity of FH but, on
the other hand, the more often requirement of signaling would
burden the system. The choice of large value would reduce the
signaling load on the system but would have less chance of
utilizing frequency diversity effect of FH, hence possibly re-

ducing the throughput improvement. In our simulation study,
the performance of FH-adaptive ARQ for different choice of FH
threshold parameter value
will also be studied.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BY SIMULATION
A. System Parameters of Simulation Study
The exact analytical calculation of throughput efficiency
of adaptive ARQ schemes in a practical time-varying mobile
radio channel is an intractable task and hence, the simulation
approach is adopted here to evaluate the performance of adaptive ARQ schemes in a typical mobile radio channel. Adaptive
stop-and-wait (SW) ARQ schemes with three error-control
codes are considered in our simulation study. Usually packet
length is designed based on the application type, channel
environment, and performance requirement. In our simulation
study of adaptive ARQ schemes, without significantly affecting
the adaptive schemes’ performance comparison, we simply
assume that one data packet contains only one codeword.
We also assume that packets contain only information bits
neglecting the synchronization and control bits. All the codes
of different modes contain the same length of information bits.
In mode 1, which corresponds to low error rate mode mode-L
in [9], [10], only CRC is used for error detection. Besides CRC,
in modes 2 and 3, which correspond to moderate error rate
mode node-M and high error rate mode mode-H, respectively,
and a
in [9], [10], a punctured Reed–Solomon code RS
are used for error correction,
Reed–Solomon code RS
respectively. Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation
with coherent detection is considered.
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The throughput efficiencies of the adaptive ARQ scheme
with stationary channel assumption, the proposed adaptive
ARQ scheme, and nonadaptive ARQ schemes using each code
of adaptive ARQ schemes mentioned above are compared
for the mobile speeds of 1, 10, and 50 km/h and long-term
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) range of 5 to 25 dB. The long-term
samples (i.e.,
SNR is defined based on the long interval of
approximately 36.41 s at 14.4 kHz). The carrier frequency of
900 MHz and data rate of 14.4 kb/s are used. The round-trip
delay of two Reed–Solomon symbol intervals is assumed.
In throughput evaluation, perfect error detection of CRC is
assumed and the CRC parity bits are not included in throughput
calculation. The perfect feedback channel is assumed. The parameters of the adaptive ARQ scheme with stationary channel
[9]. For the proposed
assumption are
scheme, the round-trip delay associated with the occasions of
ACK/NACK containing mode number information is larger
than the other occasions of normal ACK/NACK, and for
illustration, is assumed three Reed–Solomon symbol interval.
ARQ scheme which includes the FH concept when required,
is also investigated in the same environment. For FH-adaptive
ARQ scheme, the FH setup time, comprised of the signaling
(handshaking) time and round-trip delay for a complete FH, is
assumed for illustration as one packet length in mode 3 plus
two normal round-trip delays.
As a comparison to the proposed FH-adaptive ARQ scheme,
nonadaptive FH system is also evaluated. Three cases of
RS
and
nonadaptive FH system with CRC, CRC
RS
, respectively, are considered. The carrier
CRC
frequency is hopped at the start of each packet and the new
channel is assumed to have an identically distributed, independent multipath Rayleigh fading. Moreover, partial band
interference, which typically exists for FH systems, is not included in the throughput evaluation of nonadaptive FH system.
The round-trip delays are the same as those of nonadaptive
ARQ schemes.
B. Channel Model
Mobile radio channel is typically characterized by multipath
fading and shadowing. In our simulation, multipath fading is
modeled with Rayleigh distribution. Doppler spread induced by
the motion of a mobile terminal, which corresponds to the time
correlation of the fading gain samples, is also included. Jake’s
Doppler spectrum is assumed and the correlated Rayleigh
fading gain samples are generated by using the method of [11].
The shadowing effect which causes slower variation of the
short-term median strength of the received signal is usually
modeled with log-normal distribution, i.e., the short-term
can be expressed as
median strength of the received signal
(10)
is a time-correlated Gaussian random process. In our
where
simulation, the method of [12] is used for log-normal shadowing
where the log-normal shadowing is modeled as a Gaussian white
noise process which is filtered with first-order low-pass filter.
are given by
With this model, the discrete-time samples of
(11)

Fig. 6. Short-term throughput of the adaptive and nonadaptive ARQ schemes
for mobile speed of 50 km/h and long-term SNR of 10 dB.

where
is a zero-mean white Gaussian random variable with
is a parameter that controls the spatial correlavariance
tion of the shadowing and is given by
(12)
is the correlation between two points sepThe parameter
is the velocity of the mobile
arated by a spatial distance of
is the sampling period. For typical suburban propterminal,
7.5
agation at 900 MHz, it has been suggested in [12] that
and
.
dB with a correlation
C. Performance of Proposed Adaptive ARQ Scheme
To illustrate the tracking capability of the proposed adaptive
ARQ scheme, the short-term average throughputs are presented
in Figs. 6–8 as a function of time for the mobile speed of 50,
10, and 1 km/h, respectively. For comparison, the adaptive ARQ
scheme with stationary channel assumption [10] and conventional ARQ schemes with single error control codes are also included in these figures. The short-term throughput is obtained
by averaging over every 0.1-s interval.
From the figures, it is observed that for very slow fading
1 km/h, the short-term throughput is mainly decase of
termined by the multipath fading effect. As the fading rate increases, the effects of shadowing on throughput performance
10 and 50
become prominent as can be seen in the cases of
km/hr.
Regarding the tracking capability to channel conditions, it is
observed that both adaptive schemes (the proposed one and the
one with stationary channel assumption) can track the channel
variations quite well for all fading rates considered, especially
for slower fading cases. As expected, both adaptive schemes can
adapt to multipath fading more closely for the very slow fading
case than for faster fading cases. The tracking trends of both
adaptive schemes for faster fading cases cannot follow multipath
fading quite closely but they follow the shadowing effect.
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Fig. 7. Short-term throughput of the adaptive and nonadaptive ARQ schemes
for mobile speed of 10 km/h and long-term SNR of 10 dB.
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Fig. 9. Throughput comparison of adaptive and nonadaptive ARQ schemes
for mobile speed of 50 km/h.

Fig. 10. Throughput comparison of adaptive and nonadaptive ARQ schemes
for mobile speed of 10 km/h.

Fig. 8. Short-term throughput of the adaptive and nonadaptive ARQ schemes
for mobile speed of 1 km/hr and long term SNR of 10 dB.

For very slow fading rate case of
1 km/h, the channel
tracking performances of both adaptive schemes are almost the
same as illustrated in Fig. 8. However, as fading rate increases,
the channel tracking of the proposed adaptive scheme behaves
differently from that of the other scheme. More specifically, for
faster fading rates, the proposed adaptive scheme can track the
channel variations closer than the other as can be observed in
Figs. 6 and 8.
The throughput performances of the adaptive and nonadaptive ARQ schemes as a function of long-term SNR are shown in

Figs. 9–11 for the mobile speeds of 50, 10, and 1 km/h, respectively. Both adaptive schemes show throughput improvement
over nonadaptive schemes. For both adaptive schemes, more
throughput improvement is observed in slower fading rate cases.
This is due to the fact that the adaptive schemes yield better
tracking capability over the channel with slower variations. For
the cases of mobile speed 1 and 10 km/h, both adaptive schemes
improve throughput with respect to nonadaptive schemes over
all SNR values considered.
When comparing two adaptive schemes, at very slow fading
case, e.g., 1 km/h mobile speed, the proposed scheme has
slightly better performance for SNR values greater than 15 dB
but slightly worse performance for SNR values less
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Fig. 11. Throughput comparison of adaptive and nonadaptive ARQ schemes
for mobile speed of 1 km/h.

Fig. 12. Throughput comparison of proposed adaptive ARQ schemes with and
without FH.

than 15 dB. As an overall evaluation over all SNR values
considered, both schemes perform almost the same for mobile
speed of 1 km/h. In faster fading rate cases of mobile speed
10 and 50 km/h, the proposed scheme slightly outperforms
the adaptive scheme with stationary channel assumption, as
an overall. This (slightly) better throughput performance of
the proposed scheme indicates the (slightly) better channel
tracking capability of the proposed scheme over the other.
This fact can also be observed from the short-term throughput
figures for faster fading cases. In brief, the proposed adaptive
ARQ scheme has a similar performance for slow fading cases
and a slightly better performance for fast fading cases than the
adaptive ARQ scheme of [10]; but does not require the tedious
design task involved in [10].
D. Performance of Proposed FH-Adaptive ARQ Scheme
In this subsection, the throughput performances of adaptive
ARQ scheme with and without FH are studied. In simulation of
an FH-adaptive ARQ scheme, we assume that there is always a
new carrier frequency for FH and the multipath Rayleigh fading
channel response for each new carrier frequency is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). However, since shadow
fading is mainly determined by terrain nature, the packet will
face the same shadow fading regardless of carrier frequency.
Since FH is applied to counteract deep fades in very slow multipath fading environment, only the case with 1-km/h mobile
speed will be considered.
Fig. 12 shows the throughput performance of the proposed
adaptive ARQ scheme without FH and the proposed FH-adaptive ARQ scheme with different values of FH threshold
. More throughput improvements are observed at
parameter
lower SNR values. Since more deep fades occur at lower SNR
values, the effect of FH becomes more dominant in throughput
efficiency and brings about more throughput gain. A smaller
FH threshold parameter value achieves larger throughput
improvement since frequency diversity is applied with less

Fig. 13. The average number of FH per successful packet (FH%) in
FH-adaptive ARQ scheme for different values of FH threshold parameter.

delay. At high SNR values, throughput improvements of FH
are almost the same for different values of the FH threshold
parameter. Since the probability of deep fade occurrence is very
low in a high SNR region, the FH, which is performed when
encountering deep fades, has no significant effect on average
throughput. Consequently, at high SNR region FH-adaptive
ARQ gives almost the same throughput for different values of
the FH threshold parameter. Due to the same reason, FH-adaptive ARQ scheme does not achieve significant throughput
improvement over adaptive ARQ scheme at high SNR region.
However, the throughput improvement achieved by FH-adaptive ARQ is quite significant at long-term SNR region of less
than 20 dB for the system considered.
Fig. 13 shows the corresponding percentages of average
number of FH per successful packet, denoted by FH%, for
different values of FH threshold parameter. The FH% indicates
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Fig. 14. Overall throughput comparison of proposed adaptive ARQ schemes
with and without FH and nonadaptive FH.

some measure of average signaling load on the system caused
by FH, in other words, some measure of system resource
usage on control channel by FH. As expected, the average
signaling load is quite high at low SNR values for all FH
threshold parameter values, with more signaling load for the
smaller FH threshold parameter value. The additional resource
usage on control channel by FH-adaptive ARQ scheme may
require more system resources for control channel. The optimal
FH threshold parameter value taking into account the whole
system’s capacity and throughput would depend on many
system parameters and should be evaluated at system level
rather than the level and scope considered in this paper.
Taking into account the signaling load of FH setup, the system
resource usage of the proposed FH-adaptive ARQ scheme can
be evaluated in terms of the overall throughput performance
which is defined as the ratio of the number of information bits
in a packet to the sum of the average number of bits that would
have been transmitted on traffic channel and the average number
of bits that would have been transmitted on FH setup control
channel for a successful reception of those information bits. Let
the FH setup time in terms of the number of bits that would have
been transmitted be and the average throughput on the traffic
of the proposed
channel be . Then the overall throughput
FH-adaptive ARQ scheme can be given by
FH%

The overall throughputs for different FH threshold parameter
values are shown in Fig. 14. By comparing Figs. 12 and 14, it
can be seen that although the overall throughputs are less than
the traffic channel throughputs and the throughput differences
for different FH threshold parameter values become smaller in
Fig. 14, the throughput curves follow a similar trend for different
FH threshold parameter values and a smaller FH threshold parameter value still gives better performance. Hence, in terms of
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system resource usage, FH threshold parameter value of 1 offers
the best performance.
Also shown in Fig. 14 are the throughput performances of a
random nonadaptive FH system with different error correction
codes. Since no partial band interference is included, the results
of the random nonadaptive FH system are quite optimistic.
Even compared with those optimistic results of a nonadaptive
FH system, the performance of the FH-adaptive ARQ scheme
is significantly better. The performance gain of FH-adaptive
ARQ over nonadaptive FH with CRC is negligible at very high
SNR values but becomes prominently significant for lower
SNR values. It may be explained as follows. At high SNR
values, the probability of deep fade occurrence is very low and
frequency diversity effect does not have a significant impact on
throughput performance; on the other hand, FH-adaptive ARQ
would almost always use CRC at high SNR values; hence,
both approaches would perform almost the same. For low SNR
values, the deep fade occurs more frequently and the noise
effect also becomes significant; and, consequently, both frequency diversity and adaptive code diversity have much more
impact on throughput performance. Hence, the improvement
of having both diversities over having one diversity is greater
for lower SNR values. Similarly, the gain of FH-adaptive ARQ
over nonadaptive FH with CRC+Reed–Solomon codes can be
ascribed to the unnecessary use of a stronger error-correcting
code in nonadaptive FH for high SNR values, and having both
frequency diversity and adaptive code diversity in FH-adaptive
ARQ while having only frequency diversity in nonadaptive FH
for low SNR values, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
Adaptive ARQ schemes are quite effective for throughput
enhancement in time-varying mobile channel environments. In
this paper, we consider ARQ scheme with adaptive error correcting codes, particularly the Reed-Solomon codes. We proposed a channel error rate estimation required for adaptive ARQ
implementation by making use of XOR-ing, which is originally
applied in [5] and then in [4]. With the proposed channel error
rate estimation, we also propose an adaptive scheme that adapts
the error correcting code according to channel conditions, as an
alternative to [9], [10]. The proposed adaptive ARQ scheme circumvents the tedious throughput calculation and optimization
for choosing adaptive system parameters required in [9], [10].
In terms of throughput efficiency, the proposed scheme has similar or slightly better performance than [9], [10].
As an enhancement in counteracting long deep fades, we also
investigate the incorporation of the FH concept into the adaptive
ARQ scheme. We investigate the impact of the choice of FH
threshold parameter value on the throughput performance and
the imposed signaling load on the system. Our results show that
the FH-adaptive ARQ scheme is quite efficient in counteracting
long deep fades at the expense of some signaling load on the
system. In terms of system resource usage or overall throughput
of the FH-adaptive ARQ scheme, the FH threshold parameter
value of 1 gives the best result. The FH-adaptive ARQ also significantly outperforms the random nonadaptive FH system and,
hence, it is a promising technique for capacity enhancement.
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